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Stan wanted water. He was hot.
Stan had a big jug of water. He had a snack.
Stan had water from the jug. He was still hot.
Stan had more water from the jug.
Stan had more water from the jug. Stan got big.
Stan got stuck.
“I want to get out,” said Stan.
“Will you help me?”
“I want to help,” said Snap. “I will tug you out.”
Snap got Stan out.

“I am hot,” said Snap.

“I want water.”
Snap had a snack. She had water from the jug. Snap was still hot.
Snap had more water from the jug. Snap got big.
Snap got stuck.
“I want to help,” said Cal.
“You can,” said Snap. “But do not have water from the jug.”